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Introduction
I Dietterich et al., 1997, introduced the multi-
instance learning (MIL), perhaps the sim-
plest form of relational learning where data
consists of labeled bags of instances
I We extend the MIL setting by considering ex-
amples consisting of labeled nested bags of
instances. Labels are observed for top-level
bags, while instances and lower level bags
have associated latent labels
I We propose a solution to the MMIL prob-
lem based on neural networks with a special
layer called bag-layer
I Multi-multi instance learning enables a par-
ticular way of interpreting the models by
reconstructing instance and sub-bag latent
variables; this allows to explain the predic-
tion for a particular data point, and to de-
scribe the structure of the decision function
in terms of symbolic rules
Framework
I For any set X ,M(X ) denotes the set of all
multisets of X
I When the level of nesting is two, an ex-
ample is a labeled bag-of-bags (X , y ) ∈
M(M(X )) × Y drawn from a distribution
p(X , y )
I We assume that instance and sub-bag la-
bels only depend on properties of the re-
spective instances or sub-bags
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Fig. 1: A positive (left) and a negative (right) top-bag
Solid green lines represent positive (sub-)bags while
dashed red lines represent negative (sub-) bags
Bag Layers
We model the conditional distribution p(y |X )
with a neural network architecture that handles
bags-of-bags of variable sizes by aggregating
intermediate internal representations. For this
purpose, we introduce a new layer called bag-
layer. A bag-layer takes as input a bag of m-
dimensional vectors {φ1, ... ,φn}, and first com-
putes k -dimensional representations
ρi = α(wφi + b), (1)
using a weight matrix w ∈ Rk×m, a bias vector
b ∈ Rkm, and an activation function α (such as
ReLU, tanh, or linear).
The bag layer then computes its output as:
g({φ1, ... ,φn}; w , b) = Ξni=1ρi , (2)
where Ξ is element-wise aggregation operator
(such as max or average)
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Fig. 2: A bag-layer receiving a bag of cardinality n =
3. In this example k = 4 and m = 5.
Interpretability
The MMIL settings offers also some ad-
vantages for interpreting results. Indeed, if
instance or sub-bag labels were observed,
they would provide more information about
bag-of-bags than mere predictions. Latent
variables are indeed associated with each
individual “part” of the top-bag, as opposite
to the prediction which is associated with the
whole.
The idea we propose in the following is based
on four steps.
1. We employ clustering at the level of in-
stance and sub-bag representations to con-
struct pseudo-labels as surrogates for hy-
pothesized actual latent labels
2. We provide semantic interpretations of the
pseudo-labels for human inspection
3. We apply a transparent learner to extract a
human readable representation of the map-
pings between pseudo-labels at the different
levels of a bag-of-bags structure
4. We explain predictions for individual top-bag
examples by exhibiting the relevant compo-
nents and their pseudo-labels which deter-
mine the predicted top-bag label
Experiments on IMDB
We use the IMDB (Maas et al., 2011) dataset,
which is a standard benchmark movie review
dataset for binary sentiment classification.
IMDB consists of 25,000 training reviews,
25,000 test reviews.
Text data exhibits a natural bags-of-bags struc-
ture by viewing a text as a bag of sentences,
and each sentence as a bag of words. Hence,
a MMIL dataset was constructed from the
reviews, where then each review (top-bag)
is a bag of sentences. However, instead of
modeling each sentence (sub-bag) as a bag
of words, we represented sentences as bags
of trigrams in order to take into account possi-
ble negations, e.g.“not very good”, “not so bad”.
MMIL Structure: Conv1D layer with 300 filters,
ReLU activations and kernel size of 100, two
stacked bag-layers (with ReLU activations)
with 500 units each (250 max-aggregation, 250
mean-aggregation) and an output layer with
sigmoid activation.
We obtained a final accuracy of 92.26%.
Interpreting IMDB
Fig. 3: A sample positive review with MMIL labeling.
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